The Pressure on a Local Cop
Scapegoating and Generalizing Public Servants

It is probably true that many a ghetto boy had heard his mother tell him that "one bad apple ruins the whole bunch." That's not true with the local police department, however, because if it was we'd all be slaves.

I would think that the uniform of the police officer to the left is a common presentation to the general public, often associated with a Public Relations Officer who may have to prepare the community for some form of violence (especially the firing of guns). Since a violent criminal's behavior can be somewhat unpredictable, the police department I imagine will do the best they can to address the public either with media news or some other way before violence ensues to remove people from the scene.

But just because the majority of the police department has good cops, still I have personally been involved with some that showed signs of taking the opportunity for my case as a time to make me a slave. Troy NY Police's Conyers, Malloy, Neil, Jones, Cox (some names possibly aliases) and others demonstrated a series of lies or exaggerations and violent behavior towards me that is on record with my dad.

I am sure that certain cops can be trusted, but certain others can not, especially when they have a proven record of some form of abuse of their office. This opposite creates many problems among the people of a community where generally people with more money than others get special treatment, often not only by merchants but also by cops. I can not say for sure that a cop is not the romantic of a taskmaster, much like it was for the Hebrew slaves in Egypt in Bible days, but to a feeble mind he has potential to come across that way. That taskmaster stamp is never removed form a feeble mind. In general, cops have potential to bully the poor who have no access nor knowledge of legal professionals to protect them from corruption by a cop. If you can't rely on a DA as a public servant, as Joel Abelove may prove you can't, than who can you rely on? Most lawyers allegedly charge over $100 an hour just to call you.

Scapegoating and generalizing cop behavior then can become common, as such I would guess a cop claims it makes his job unnecessarily harder. But if a man can't handle the stress of being a cop with all its factors, then he should move on to another more accommodating job.

Aspiration to be a federal officer: Robinson has had a long-standing goal to be a federal officer who cracks down on cop and other city official crimes, as well as hunt penal code suspects. Jim says, "Get your own gun legally. The cops only come afterwards."

Sometimes a boy in the ghetto saw a cop clean up the neighborhood so well he called him an Ajax Man. Other times he called him a 9.41.